
What tourists think about Barcelona

At Mirador de Colom

Piera Manzoni, Bergamo 
60 years old 
5 nigths, hotel

“Ci piace Barcellona perché è pulita, ordinata, c’è 
sicurezza, è organizzatta anche se è cara per vivere. El
Mirador de Colón è un posto fantastico per 
contemplare la bellezza di Barcellona”. 

Bruno Zambelli, Padova 
55 years old
4 nights, hotel

“Barcellona è bella. È la novità per molta gente”. 

Harry Boteler, London 
18 years old
5 days, hostel

“Barcelona is a city where you can have a lot of fun and
Columbus monument has a great panoramic”

Ali Hellal, Algèria 
36 years old
1 day, works in the navy

“We went to Columbus monument because it’s a good 
way to enjoy all Barcelona considering we do not have 
much time”.



Diana, Berlín 
31 years old 
5 days, apartment

“We like Barcelona for many reasons: the architecture, 
the art, the people and the weather. Also because it has
become a cosmopolitan city. Columbus monument is 
perfect for seeing different perspectives of the city”.

Milred, USA 
75 years old
5 days, hotel

“I had never been in Barcelona, the buildings are very 
interesting and from the top of Columbus monument 
you have a fantastic view.”

Chealsea, Belgium
18 years old
6 days, hotel

“Barcelona is fantastic. It’s a city where we can see and
make a lot of things. I recommend everyone Columbus 
monument to see all Barcelona from the top.”

Francesco Palazzolo, Roma
40 years old
3 days, hotel

“Sono stato a Barcellona per motivi di lavoro. Avevo un po di tempo libero e ho preso l’opportunità di salire sul 
“Mirador de Colom”. Mi piace molto per il suo panorama”.

Solveig Survay Rohde, Norway
32 years old
5 days, apartment

“Barcelona skyline from the top of Columbus 
monument is beautiful. Everyone should visit it to get 
an idea of the city”.



Interviews Barcelona Marathon’11

Salvatore Gramegna
63 years old  
Italy, Milano 

“Sono stato a Barcellona una volta e mi piace moltissimo la città”. 

Aurelio Corino
Italy, Torino

“Ogni volta che io ho avuto l’opportunità, ho visitato Barcellona. Sono quasi un cittadino onorario, è bellissima”. 

Mathieu 
France, Toulouse

“Chaque fois que j’ai l’occasion, je viens à Barcelone 
car c’est pas loin de chez moi et je l’aime beaucoup.”  

Laurent Schillinger 
France, Alsalce

“Nous sommes venus à Barcelone non seulement 
pour le marathon, mais aussi pour visiter et découvrir 
la ville”. 

Mariano Calacivetta 
Italy, Palermo

“Era in curiosità per questa maratona, anche siamo 
venuti con la mia famiglia per approfittare e vedere  
Barcellona”.

Rasmus
Denmark

“It’s the first time I’m here in Barcelona with my girlfriend, we wanted to make tourism. Barcelona is a lovely 
city”.



Antonio Giugno 
Italy, Brindisi

“È la prima volta que facciamo la maratona e 
volevamo scegliere un bello posto per ricordarlo 
sempre”.

Francisco Javier 
55 years old
Spain, Burgos

It is his 44th marathon. 
“Quería volver a recordar la magia de la maratón del 92 a Barcelona”.

Quentin López 
France, Chartres

“Je suis venue pour le marathon, ma deuxième 
maison est ici. Chaque fois que je viens à Barcelone 
je retrouve mes origines”.

Samuel
29 years old
Brazil, Sao Paulo

“Gosto muito das maratones. Aproveito da maratona de Barcelona para viajar por qualquer cidade de Europa. 
Barcelona é um bom início na minha rota”.

Gilles Morel
45 years old
He is french but he lives in Torino, Italy.

“Je viens à Barcelone pour ma famille. Ils sont amoureux de cette ville, pour l’art, le shopping et les 
restaurants”. 

Juliette
48 years old
England 

“We have a lot of marathons every year and we didn’t want to miss Barcelona marathon”. 



Enzo
60 years old 
Italy, Reggio Emilia

“Ci piace la città i questa era l’ultima que mi mancava 
per completare tutte le maratone di la Europa”.

Salvatore
58 years old 
Italy, Rome

“Ancora non abbiamo conosciuto la Spagna e molta 
gente abbia detto che Barcellona era la città piu 
bella”.

Murray
50 years old 
Japan

“Barcelona is very different from Japan, it’s a 
cosmopolitan city and we love it.”

Ricardo
49 years old

He is from Venezuela, but he lives in Madrid
“La maratón de Barcelona es más plana que la de Madrid y más exigente. Hemos venido también a buscar un 
buen clima”. 

David
51 years old 
Scotland, Glasgow

“I like Barcelona for the culture, the people and above 
all because of the modernism art”.



Jonus Lehmann
28 years old 
Sweden, Stockholm

“We have come to Barcelona because the weather is 
good and also because we could take some days off 
of our job”. 
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Aneesha Khaneja 
New York – United States

“Barcelona is pretty, we like the food and the 
museums. We find a lot of entertainment here, we are 
doing a cruise and Barcelona was one of the stops, 
we are enjoying it very much”.

James Bellinger 
Maryland – United States

“I like Barcelona because it has a lot of culture, history
and good coffee shops. I’m enjoying the Irish pubs, 
the restaurants and the beaches are nice”.

Scot Ryan 
Netherlands 

“Barcelona looks lovely, we are doing the bus tour and
they are a lot of nice sights”



Veronica Koubova 
Czech Republic

“I came to visit my friend’s sister, I enjoy the city, it has
very nice sightseeing and it is a nice place to meet 
new people”.

Gweindolina Tejada
Venezuela

“Quisimos venir a Barcelona por los museos, la 
arquitectura y la cultura”.

Mihai Vasiu 
Rumania

“We came to Barcelona because we wanted to visit 
the Sagrada Familia and to do some tourism”

Alejandro Gervasoni
Argentina

“La razón principal por la que quisimos visitar 
Barcelona es por Gaudí, pero sabemos que hay 
muchas más cosas que visitar”

Elad  
Israel

“We came to Barcelona because of the Sonar Festival and while we are here we want to visit the city, we know 
it is beautiful and it has a lot of cultural activities.”



Angélica Rodríguez
Mexico

“Somos todas amigas y estamos paseando por 
Barcelona, estudiamos en Italia y quisimos venir por 
la fiesta y para ver la arquitectura”

Maria y Silvana Urru
Holland

“We have family here, so it’s our third time in 
Barcelona. This city is very nice, specially for Gaudi 
and the shops”

Mohamed Hussein
India

“We are on our honeymoon and we wanted to come 
to Barcelona because of the clubs, the sightseeing 
and because many people recommended it to us”

Jimmy Paul
Norway

“Barcelona is a nice city; it combines beaches and old 
town. It is also nice because it has a lot of shopping 
possibilities and last but not least because it is hot, the
weather is very good”.

Rafal Plutecky
Poland 

“I’m here for work but I am also doing some tourism, I 
like this city for the weather, the food and the people”.



INTERVIEWS AT RESTAURANT ‘LA GAVINA’
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What makes the city of Barcelona stand out from the rest?

Nuno Tavares and Marcelo pinto
26 years old
Portugal

“Mix of culture. Glamour and design. Easy access to everywhere. Great variety of places to visit.”

Schireson
61 years old
U.S.A.

“The preservation of Barcelona’s history and the importance of the buildings. Need to clean up the graffiti (one 
observation)”

Sanna Andres
26 years old
Sweden

“A big city with the beach nearby. Nice architecture. Nice restaurants with good Spanish food. Nice people and 
good shopping.”

Jacques Eboli
60 ans
France

“Son accueil. La variété de ses curiosités: Monuments, belles avenues, accueil des commerçants, un art de 
vivre spécial à Barcelone. Cela fait plus de 15 ans que nous venons toutes les 2 a 3 ans ici. Jamais déçues, 
toujours contents. Muchas gracias. “

De Baele Gerda
48 years old
Belgium

“You can do everything. The cool city, and the beaches. Each one can do what he whishes, whether it is sitting 
in the sun, shopping or doing nothing through the small streets. You have old and new things to see. A must for 
everybody. It is a city that lives.”

Durst Beuthold
50 years old
Germany

“Rambla, Harbour, Sea, Sagrada Familia. People of Catalunya

Tülay Perazzini
44 years old
Turkey

“Climate, hospitality, being alive and being on the sea makes of Barcelona an interesting destination. In 
particular, I wanted to see Barcelona after I saw the film by Woody Allen with Penelope Cruz and Javier 
Bardem…”



Carol Sherman
63 years old
Australia

“The service in every restaurant, the waiters are so happy to help and serve. The food has been outstanding. 
History, architecture and friendliness of the people.”

Guiborel Rose Marie
61 ans
France (París)

« L’art, la culture, la convivialité. »

Poh Hung Jin
27 years old
Singapore

“I love Barcelona! Great weather, architecture, food and people. Such a vibrant city, modern, with a lot of 
history, of course the shopping is also fantastic. Keep Barcelona this way! Thank you.”

Herman van Heusel
89 years old
Netherlands

“BCN is a nice place to stay because of:
-Beautiful Architecture
-The weather, good temperature.
-There are a lot of good hotels and restaurants.”

Jacinthe ST-Onge
54 years old
Canadà

“Architecture, diversité ethnique, chaleur de ses citoyens, qualité de vie.”

Hanne Davidson
52 years old
Great Britain

“The people, the sights, the sea, beautiful climate.”

Fabiello Rocchi
45 years old
Italy

“The Beauty and the unique atmosphere.”

James Musser
60 years old
U.S.A.

“Old world charm. Old parts of the city. Sea Port.”

Polyakova Liza
19 years old
Russia

“Sea food, people, streets architecture, beach, sun, flowers, trees.”



Matthew Crosby
31 years old
United Kingdom (England)

“The people, the passion, the paella.”

Philip Priscilla
51 years old
Brazil

“The happy atmosphere, nice people and beautiful architecture.”

Thomas Katbstein
53 years old
Germany

“There are only a few places on earth that combine culture, the art or living, nature and sea as Bcn does. BCN 
is THE place to go in Europe.”

Fontaine Magali
32 years old
France

“This is modern city. Buildings are really different from anywhere around the world. It is a city with a good urban
network (bus, metro, vela….) Citizens are friendly.”

Mindemges  Siamciurna
25 years old
Lithuania

“Friendly people and good food.”

Groshena Inna
25 years old
Russia

“The main air to travel to Barcelona, of course Sagrada Familia, and all monuments by Gaudi.
The second reason I came to Barcelona for me was Sants, Montjuïc.
And the last reason: Barcelona is beautiful little town, which make me forget about all my problems.”

Debra Elisenbury
58 years old
U.S.A.

“Achitecture-Gaudi, people, food.”

Vän der Hall-Doern Corg
55 years old
Netherlands

“The history of Barcelona, the football, the Sagrada Familia. The nice wing of the sea (Ocean). The friendly 
people.”

Emily Lanuto/Catherine Lanuto
28/59 years old
U.S.A.

“Modern, alive, interesting and unique architecture.”



Mary Capaul
50 years old
U.S.A.

“Architecture beautiful!!!!! Accessibility of the metro transit. Fine Restaurants-excellent food/wine/Irish coffee. A 
friendly people.”

Marie – Claude Lacroix.
45 years old
Canada

“Vibrant City, full of life. Gaudi! Very nice people. Great restaurants.”

Seymus Wim
47 years old, Belgium
“Beach, Harbor, Culture, Monuments, Good food and friendly people.”

Smolders Vanessa
32 years old
Belgium

“Art of Gaudi. Shopping areas. Nice temperature/atmosphere. Nou Camp.”

Vorlet Michèle
38 years old
Suisse

« En même temps “ville” et “mer”. Excellents fruits de mer… Les gens son très sympathiques, nous 
renseignent volontiers.»

Larry Ilen
72 years old
Canada

“The architecture, history, artists, uniqueness of the different areas and of course the food.”

George Schoellhorn
43 years old
Germany

“Gaudi, Catalan People (friendly). Old Buildings. F.C. Barça”

Kate Lesseps
>40 <50 years old
England

“History. Culture. Good beaches.”

Hagilo Diego
50 years old
Switzerland

“Charming, closed to the sea, F.C: Barça, heritage, culture, different wine and diner. Clean city.”



June 2011

What makes the city of Barcelona stand out from the rest?

Lytvynchuk Maria
24 years old
Ukraine

“It’s climate, sea, sun, it’s architecture and it’s people”

Roark Willis
47 years old
U.S.A.

“Unique mix of Guadí’s genius combined with old and new world, and beautiful pout. Incredible mix of dining 
choices and  pleasant disposition of attitudes”

Claes-Gerau Wetterhäll
63 years old
Sweden

“Combination of beach, old town, and a big town/city all in one area! Good food, lots of choices. Friendly 
people, good pulse in the city. Second time in this city, will come back!”

Anna Todorova
16 years old
Bulgaria

“Well… a lot of things like its outstanding parks and architecture. I really enjoy the friendly people, the delicious 
food and the shops. I like everything!”

Mathis Christine
50 years old
France

“Beaucoup d’espace. Très internationale. Beaux monuments et beaucoup de culture. Très agréable ville, très 
diversifiée. Culture et balnéaire.”

Jane Teller
70 years old
U.S.A.

“Architecture, friendliness, variety.”

Danny Peele
27 years old
The Netherlands

“The location at the sea and lots of beautiful buildings.”



Sabrina
22 years old
U.S.A.

“Weather, architecture, food, culture and people”.

Nerina Benea
46 years old
Switzerland

“Weather, cleanness, spaces, architecture and general positive attitude of people towards tourists. All together 
this gives a feeling of “wish to come back again”. It is already the third time we visit Barcelona”.

Claudia Rotthell
45 years old
Germany 

“Atmosphere and flair, international people, Gaudí’s monuments. Barcelona shows both, it’s modern and 
antique sites. The Barcelona people.”

Dimetry Ptitsyn
48 years old
Russia

“Love”

Mark Wissing
26 years old
Holland

“The great food and shops”

Leyf Otto Furseth 
55 years old
Norway

“This is our fifth time in Barcelona. Barcelona has everything; we like to say it is almost like Paris. You never get
finished. New experiences like the history, the atmosphere, the sea and most of all the food and cavas. We 
love it!”

Marie Mülles
41 years old
Germany

“The maritime flare, the location, the buildings from Gaudi, Miró, the football team (FC Barcelona)”

Beure Misreeid
60 years old
Denmark

“The nice people and the city”



Hoesli Reto
41 years old
Switzerland

“The combination of shopping, beaches, culture, styles, charm and very good food. All these things in a very 
same place”

Sally Pearg
60 years old
U.K

“The beautiful architecture and tradition”

Brouard Arnaud
37 years old
France

“L’animation et l’ambiance de la ville. La culture: musées, architecture (Gaudi), expositions. La gastronomie: 
bars à tapas, restaurants…le sport: Barça, circuit automobile…”

Thaczuh Claude
50 years old
France

“Les monuments, Musée de la Marine, les Ramblas”

Liekens Werner
39 years old
Belgium

“Nice place to be, weather is great. Clean streets, nice people.”

Gerbert Van  Egmond
36 years old
Netherlands

“Hospitality, good restaurants.”
 
Kathryn Mikosza
59 years old
Australia

“Feeling of love for life”.

Danrem  Tradmon
58 years old
Switzerland

“Very nice people like Mr. Leandro from the restaurant La Gavina”

Rebecca Colke 



England

“Variety! Old, new, beach, city, fantastic design and art. Great atmosphere, super food. La Gavina is excellent.”
 
Yana and Poavel
29 and 39 years old
Russia

“In my opinion, Barcelona stands out of the other cities because of its fantastic food, drinks, architecture, and, 
of course, FC Barcelona that we support. And the people.”

Daniel Moore
30 years old
Australia

“It has a great mix of beauty, the water, the hill. The history and the culture.”

Osipov Ivan
35 years old
Russia

“Osyreure gorepu (our daughter is studying here)”.

Haley Griffis
17 years old
U.S.A.

“Since we are staying at the hotel La Florida, the stunning view of the city captures anyone’s curiosity. 
Wandering around the city is calming and easy. There is an interesting sight or museum around every corner. I 
love to see the ancient buildings with beautiful greenery.”

Fiona McWilliams
42 years old
U.K

“Street art and street sculptures. Gaudi. Friendly people, very helpful and generous. Good food. Lots of choice 
of restaurants. Transport links (boats to Mallorca, train to Paris)

John McWilliams
U.K

“Barcelona isn’t just a city, it’s a state of mind”

David Brunel 
22 years old
England

“FC Barcelona”

Cameron
44 years old



U.S.A.

“The Gaudi, all of the sights, easy usage of transportation and the friendly people”.

Peter Reimer
53 years old
Canada

“People are friendly, weather, architecture”.

Debra Steinmuller
53 years old
Australia

“The Gaudi buildings, the marina being so close to the city, the restaurants being on the beaches, the tapas! 
Accordion music/buskers… Lots of nice restaurants and the beautiful girls.”

Emelie Shonborg
36 years old
Sweden

“It is a city that has everything, shopping, culture, beaches”.

Alensei Malvtim
28 years old
Russia

“Famous city, recommendation from friends”.

Michael Gramp
64 years old
Australia

“Reputation for variety of a very good food and restaurants (I agree). Very good connection city with other cities
of Europe”.

Jarno Michel
40 years old
France

“Le centre gothique et ses petites rues. L’association de la culture (musées, monuments) et de la verdure 
(Montjuic).” 

Carla Declerca
52 years old
Belgique

“L’architecture, l’histoire et la bonne cuisine”

Mirelle Boak
37 yeras old
Holland



“Architecture, the feeling that Barcelona gives to you, Gaudi, the people, restaurants, culture, combination of 
the city and the beach, all the little streets, terraces, etc.”.

Stefan Varleer
30 years old
Holland

“Sun, culture and food. It is a mix of everything you ask for on a holiday!”

Colin and Pam Nelson
60 and 47 years old
U.S.A

“A jewel! The climate, friendly people, fabulous architecture, makes us want to live here! We will look for an 
apartment for a longer visit! Barcelona is like Nice and Garis without the attitude and Italy without the grit and 
delays”.

Dorte Dacsgaard
37 years old
Denmark

“Combination of city and beach, culture, weather, restaurants, ambience.”
 
Luis Arenal
49 years old
U.S.A

“The magic blend of the sea with history and modernity”.

Nydia Hunter
65 years old
Argentina

“La amabilidad de su gente, su alegria y el clima. Es un lugar hermoso para vacacionar. Amo España.”

Moitel Michel
64 years old
France

“La beauté du site, l’accueil, l’amabilité, la sécurité, la facilité des transport et Barcelone…c’est Barcelone”.

Bassand J.Pierre 
67 years old
France

“Because Catalunya is a place  where I could live and enjoy life”

Henri-Paul Mellet
45 years old
France



“Cosmopolitan, young, crowdie, both active and touristic”.

Michels Kees
64 years old
Holland

“What I have seen from Barcelona is the architecture which is fascinating. Camp Nou and the Ramblas we still 
have to visit”.

Alais Necas
45 years old
Czech Republic

“Excellent cultural and historical place with great atmosphere of a modern city. Full of intensive feelings”.

Corina Gayle
51 years old
U.S.A. 

“The architecture, the weather and the friendliness of the people! And, of course, the superb fresh sea food”.
 
Robin Kent
40 years old
UK

“Clean, location, temperature/climate, people and company taken”.

Denle Chantale
41 years old
Belgium

“Le stade olympique, le F.C. Bracelona, le centre historique, le port.”

Mayer Nancy
26 years old
Belgium

“The good weather, exclusive parties such as Sonar, the boat trips, hotel (Diagonal), nice restaurants. It is just 
a great city to come back I have a nice Holiday”.

Emmanuelle De Langenmagen  
39 years old
France

“Mélange de moderne et d’ancien. Architecture spécifique et originale, ville aérée avec ses grandes avenues et
son espace. Ville moderne et dynamique”.

Ricahrd Caslon
46 years old
England

“This is our first visit to Barcelona (4 days). The mix of the old and new architecture is interesting.  The food 



and atmosphere from every restaurant has been exceptional. We hired bikes and managed to see a lot of the 
city. In London it is raining right now so we are happy!”

Pollante Daniel
58 years old
France

“Modernité, Gaudi, tapas and cavas, architecture, alliance ville, port”.

Luca Ragani
43 years old
Italy

“Green area, sea, funny lute of Rambla and craziness of Gaudi”.

David Harris
60 years old
U.K

“The Catalan people and its culture, the FC Barcelona, weather and seafood, conectated city and  good 
transport system”

Stephen Johnson
45 years olds
U.K

“Great connections with the rest of Europe, sun relaxed atmosphere with cosmopolitan edge”.

Evqeniya Egorova
22 years old
Russia

“Barcelona stands out from the rest because we haven’t been here, because of the sun, the architecture and 
the good atmosphere”.

Roberto Marley
56 years old
Argentina  

“Cosmopolitan, friendly weather, good food. It has a magic that has a spell on us, that’s why we keep coming 
back”.
 
Guay Michel
64 years old
Canada

“L’architecture et les gens. La gastronomie et le soleil”.”

Marlies Gordyn
38 years old
Holland

“The sun, the sea, the culture (people, tapas), the food! Ps: we arrived 3 hours ago”.



Avital and Anna
22 years old
U.S.A.

“The Catalan culture, the people are wonderful and it’s the most beautiful architecture we’ve ever seen”.

Roslyn Cronin
58 years old
Australia

“We began our trip in Madrid, then to Seville, to Granada, to Málaga and now Barcelona. Barcelona is easier 
for tourists, classier, consistently good food that was easy to find. The Hotel has FREE internet access.  
Barcelona is more expensive but worth it.”
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Pascal De Weser
Belgium 

“We wanted to come to Barcelona because of its climate, 
gastronomy and famous buildings”. 

Kazuma –K
Japan 

“I was in the Tomatina fight in Valencia, so I wanted to 
visit other cities from Spain and everybody recommended
Barcelona”.

Nóra Zákáy
Hungary

“We came to Barcelona because we are in a dermatology
congress here. In our free time we want to do some 
tourism and visit Gaudi’s buildings”.



Henry Totterdell
England 

“I came to Barcelona  because people say that tourist 
attractions are better here than anywhere else in Spain”.

Shira Caldevor
Israel

“I was curious about Barcelona, It’s a beautiful town, 
people are nice with tourists and is a good mix between 
New York, Tel Aviv and other cities from Spain”.

Hannah Harpole 
United States

“I came to Barcelona because I love art and I know that 
Barcelona is a great city for art lovers. I want to visit 
Gaudi’s buildings and other architectural monuments”.

Hannah Zhylich 
Belarus

“We are on our holydays and we were curious about 
Barcelona. We wanted to come to Spain and we thought 
this city was the best”.

Ted Kraemer
United States

“This is my first time in Europe and Barcelona was one of 
the must cities because it is on the coast and because of 
its climate . My girlfriend spent her abroad year in Spain 
and she wanted to come back to Catalonia”.



Francisco Checa 
Zaragoza, Spain 

“Vinimos a Barcelona a aprovechar las vacaciones y 
conocer esta ciudad que es tan famosa en todo el 
mundo”.

Carlos y María Martha
Argentina

“Vinimos a Barcelona porque tenemos un matrimonio 
amigo en esta ciudad y nos dijeron que es preciosa, que 
teníamos que visitarla si veníamos a Europa ¡y aquí 
estamos!

Evi
Belgium

“I came to Barcelona last year and I enjoyed it a lot but I 
didn’t have enough time for visiting everything, so that is 
why I came back”.

Caroline Brasse
France

“Je voulais visiter Barcelone pour son architecture, ses 
monuments et bien sûr pour ses plages! 

Stimmeder family
Austria 

“We like Barcelona because it has great shopping, 
beautiful sightseeing and a lot of things to do, right now 
we are going to the aquarium”.



Hila Kaltman
Israel

“I came here with my boyfriend to do some tourism, to 
visit all the important monuments and because shopping 
is very good here”.

Maxwell Dillinger
France

“Je suis venu avec mes amis parce que nous voulons 
visiter Sagrada Familia et le Parc Guell”.

INTERVIEWS MUSEO PICASSO

Thursday and Friday, March 22nd and 23rd. (9.00am – 10.00am)

Hugo Pelgrims y Marie Claire Portier

Belgium

“Barcelona it is a city that offers a lot. The Sagrada 
Familia is amazing. We would certainly recommend 
the city for our friends, we really like”.

Ksenia Denisova

Russia

“It is my second time in Barcelona and I think it a very
old  and  interesting  city.  I  really  like  the  Gaudy´s
architecture, specially Casa Batló and La Pedrera”.



Shaked and Boaz Rozmarim 

Israel

“Barcelona is a very nice city. The weather is not so
cold,  the people are very kindly and nice.  The best
experience  we  had  was  at  the  Barcelona  soccer
game. It was very exiting!”

Noriko Sasakora and Masumi Taii 

Japan

“We are really  enjoying Barcelona.  It  is  our  second
time at the city. Our favourite place is the Palau de la
Musica, but all the city is beautiful”.

Matteo Orrú 

Italia

“It is my first time at Barcelona and I think the city is
very  beautiful.  The  place  I  most  like  it  was  the
Sagrada Familia, it is belissima!”.

                                               

INTERVIEWS AT SANTA EULÀLIA´S CATHEDRAL
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Jessie Larter 

Canada

“Barcelona is pretty and vibrant. I enjoyed a lot to visit
many  places,  as  the  Plaza  Real,  the  Port  and  the
Sagrada Familia. I am also very anxious to go to the
beach!”.

Deanna Matchett

Canada

“Barcelona is very interesting, beautiful and 
agreeable. It has great architecture, friendly people 
and many markets with fresh food, what I really enjoy. 
My favourite place in the city is the Port”.

Brooke Degaust

Canada

“It is the first time that I come to Barcelona and I am
enjoying  everything,  specially  the  architecture.  The
food is wonderful”.



Andrea Villada

Colombia

“Barcelona  es  preciosa.  La  arquitectura,  los  puntos
históricos y el clima agradable hacen  que los días
que estoy pasando aquí sean maravillosos”.

Olivia Campbell

USA

“I am charmed with Barcelona! The music and the 
food are incredible. I liked a lot to visit the small shops
and also The Sagrada Familia, my favourite place in 
the city”.

Sebastian Siergerink

Holland 

“It is my second time in Barcelona and to every visit I
do,  more  I  like  the  city.  Everything  is  so  nice,
agreeable and  happy. My favourite site in is the Park
Güell”.



Daniel Sasfy 

Hungary

“Barcelona is very nice. The people are very friendly
and  happy, the  food is  delicious  and the  climate is
perfectly in this epoch of the year. The best place to
visit is the Park Güell witch is very cool”.

Roshan Welwani

Hong Kong

“It is the third time that I come to Barcelona, which is 
different from other cities, in special because it has an
incredible architecture. I really like the local food, 
specially the chorizo, the croquetas and the patatas 
bravas”.

Jaya Bhojwani

India

“This is my first time in Barcelona. It is quite very
pretty  city,  with  many beautiful  places,  like  the
Sagrada Familia  and the Cathedral... In addition,
the culture  is  very rich  and the people  is  very
friendly.  The  food  is  very  different  from  the
India’s, but I am charmed with it”.



Abudito Alassad 

Siria

“The  culture  that  exists  in  Barcelona  is  very
interesting. What more I like are the musicians in
the streets. I am charmed with the Flamenco and
enclosed sometimes I risk dancing awhile”.

Felipe Ravina y José Luis Madero

Tenerife, España

“Estamos impresionados con Barcelona. Es una 
ciudad que mezcla muchas cosas, como el 
modernismo, la historia y el design. ¡Es 
preciosa!”.

Chema Madero y Mingo Mora

Tenerife, España

“Hemos venido a Barcelona para la Fórmula 1 y
también para visitar la ciudad. Hemos caminado
por las calles del barrio Born y nos encantó. Es
una ciudad muy linda”.
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Sabrina Estudillo 

Chicago, USA

22 years old

“Barcelona is a free and relaxed city; nobody seems to be in a hurry”. 

Erick Gijsen

Belgium

55 years old

"Barcelona is my favourite city in the whole world".

"Barcelona is a very trendy and open minded city".

"If I had to describe Barcelona with just one adjective, it would be passionate. Barcelona is a city full

of passion".

https://twitter.com/MACBA_Barcelona


Selene Pattan

México

25 years old

"Barcelona is a city very manageable, there is no hassle and it has a very good transport network”.

"La Pedrera is my favourite place. The architecture and the colours are amazing”.

Sigmund Johannes

Holland

33 years old

"Barcelona is full of art and artists, especially in Gràcia neighbourhood".

"What makes Barcelona even more special is the climate, there is always sun, and the beaches".

Tiffany

United States

46 years old

"I  like everything about Barcelona.  If  I  had to choose something, it  would be the people and the

architecture".

"Barcelona, in short, is a super dynamic city".



William

France

47 years old

“In Barcelona the streets are alive, especially Passeig de Gracia”.

Julie

United States

37 years old

"It's a city where you never get bored, there is always something new to discover ".

Nuria Lobo

Valencia

62 years old

“Barcelona  is  full  of  plans  to  do.  It  has  restaurants,  pubs,  neighbourhoods  and museums for  all

tastes”.

Caro Gallizzo

Italy 

48 years old

"Barcelona is clean; it is a clear and transparent city. It makes you feel at ease".

"La Sagrada Família is the best of the city. Wait the queue worth it".

George Arnold

Germany

51 years old

“It is amazing see all these people from all these different countries in La Rambla. But, in the opposite

what the majority of people use to think, it isn´t oppressive, it is funny!”



Harry

Ireland

42 years old

“I love MACBA museum. It is a different museum, with personality and style”.

Ana Vazquez

Argentina

39 years old

“The first time I smelled the Boqueria market I thought it was too strong. Now I cannot stop going

there to buy food”.


